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Check the Coalition out on YouTube!

June.

10:30am – 12:00pm. It will focus on Project Prioritization. An email invitation will be sent in early July.

The next RITIS-PDA Suite User Group web meeting will be held on Thursday, July 25, 2019 from 3:00pm to 5:00pm. Please check your email for the meeting login details.

Get involved with the I-95 Corridor Coalition's volume estimation project. They are working with researchers to produce higher quality volumes estimates. (This would require funding and coordination) (if interested, contact Denise Markow - dmarkow@i95coalition.org).

1. Provide the CATT Lab with volume data (preferably annually). The format is shown here - https://pda.ritis.org/suite/updates/. These values will be used internally.

2. INRIX XD data on Trend Maps

3. The Every Day Counts TIM PM Tool is now LIVE @ https://pda.ritis.org/suite/tim/.

Spotlight presentations for this quarter centered on use cases for both RITIS and PDA. Travel measures, and a third on Enhanced Work Zone Analytics were recently held, including one on O-D and Trajectory Data Analytics, one on Signal Performance Measures, and a third on Enhanced Work Zone Analytics. Michael Pack & Mark Franz, UMD CATT Lab

What's New

Additional Spotlights

Michael Pack - UMD CATT Lab. Only one year removed from getting green light, building the small team necessary to matching our two and three-year solutions, the now live RITIS-PDA Suite. (for User Delay Cost calcs) may be from the original volume donation made by INRIX in 2011. What should you do? Your agency has several options…

Important Volume Data Update

If your agency has not provided updated volume data to the CATT Lab, the volume data currently in RITIS-PDA Suite (for User Delay Cost calcs) may be from the original volume donation made by INRIX in 2011. What should you do? Your agency has several options…
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